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ABSTRACT: This Essay offers new insights into understanding the relationship between higher and lower courts and responds to the extant literature that has characterized the relationship as one involving a principal and an agent. We challenge the underpinnings of the principal–agent understanding of judicial hierarchies and identify problems with the theory’s applicability in this context. While principals ordinarily select their agents, higher court judges usually do not select lower court judges. Moreover, while lower court judges may cast votes with an eye to the possibility of elevation to a higher court, the higher court judges who review the lower court’s decisions usually do not decide whether to elevate a judge from that court to a higher position.

Rather than dismiss the principal–agent theory of judging out of hand, this Essay empirically examines whether judicial actors behave as the theory suggests they would in a setting that has been overlooked by the extant literature and where application of the theory should be at its apex—the federal bankruptcy litigation system. Bankruptcy court judges who sit as trial judges are appointed for renewable time-limited terms by the court of appeals. Moreover, the court of appeals provides a second intermediate level of appellate review of bankruptcy court decisions. Initially, such decisions are appealed to a bankruptcy appellate panel (“BAP”) if the circuit has created one. The circuit’s judicial council, over which the court of appeals has dominant sway, selects BAP judges from among the circuit’s bankruptcy court judges. If the principal–agent theory of judging has traction, evidence
of it should exist in this setting, which provides a stronger principal–agent relationship than the one typically found in other judicial hierarchies.

Our study focuses on the voting behavior of circuit court judges and bankruptcy judges (both as trial judges and as appellate judges when sitting on the BAP) in student-loan-discharge proceedings in consumer bankruptcy cases. While our findings indicate that the ideological preferences of the circuit court judges predict their voting behavior, we do not find evidence of voting behavior by bankruptcy judges that would suggest sensitivity to the potential for circuit court monitoring and conformity to circuit court preferences. Thus, our findings cast doubt on the principal–agent theory of judging.
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INTRODUCTION

Many commentators argue that a principal–agent model is helpful to understanding judicial hierarchies. Under the traditional principal–agent paradigm, the principal, having a set of goals in mind, selects an agent to fulfill them. The agent has a tendency to shirk rather than fulfill the principal’s goals; the principal monitors—and can punish and even discharge—the agent to the extent that the agent observably fails to follow through on the principal’s wishes.

Scholars have tried to fit the principal–agent paradigm to the setting of judicial hierarchies, describing lower courts as agents of their higher court principals. A superior court reviews a lower court in order to minimize shirking. It also crafts judicial holdings that will constrain the lower court’s freedom to decide cases contrary to the superior court’s preferences.

In this Essay, we challenge the underpinnings of the principal–agent understanding of judicial hierarchies. Specifically, we argue that the fit of the principal–agent model to this setting is worse than common wisdom would suggest. We begin by questioning the theoretical justification for applying the paradigm to judicial hierarchies. We then empirically examine whether judicial actors behave as the model suggests that they would, in a setting where application of the paradigm should be at its apex. We do not find evidence of such behavior.

Consider initially the weakness of the theoretical argument in favor of importing principal–agent understandings to most judicial hierarchies. There are two reasons that this simple story is insufficient to describe the real relationship between higher and lower court judges. First, while principals ordinarily select their agents, higher court judges usually do not select lower court judges. Rather, in the case of the federal judiciary, higher court judges are stuck with lower court judges that the President has appointed with the advice and consent of the Senate.


2. E.g., Songer et al., supra note 1.

Second, lower court judges may also cast votes with an eye to the possibility of elevation to a higher court. But once again, the higher court judges who review the lower court’s decisions usually do not decide whether to elevate a judge from that court to a higher position. In the case of the federal judiciary, that responsibility falls to the President and the Senate. At best, lower court judges may be seen to be potentially responsive to two masters: higher courts and the political branches.

In order to get better purchase on these theoretical problems, we empirically examine the application of the principal-agent paradigm to judicial hierarchies. We identify the federal bankruptcy litigation system as an area that allows for a natural experiment from which to tease out answers to these questions for the following reasons. First, the system provides a more prototypical principal-agent relationship between higher and lower courts than do other systems in the federal law regime. The bankruptcy judges who sit as trial judges at the bankruptcy court level are appointed for renewable time-limited terms by the court of appeals. Moreover, the court of appeals provides a second intermediate level of appellate review of bankruptcy court decisions. Bankruptcy court decisions are appealed first to the district court or, alternatively, to a bankruptcy appellate panel (“BAP”) if the circuit has created one. The circuit’s judicial council, over which the court of appeals has dominant sway, selects BAP judges from among the circuit’s bankruptcy court judges. BAP decisions, in turn, are appealed directly to the court of appeals.

Second, BAP judges simultaneously sit on two courts—the BAP and the bankruptcy court. This provides an opportunity to observe how the same bankruptcy judge may change his voting behavior depending on his voting capacity—that is, as a trial judge or as an appellate judge. One would expect a bankruptcy judge voting in his appellate capacity to be more sensitive to monitoring by the court of appeals. For one thing, BAP decisions are appealed directly to the court of appeals, whereas the appeal of a bankruptcy court decision must wend its way through the first tier of appellate review (i.e., either the district court or the BAP) before reaching the court of appeals, thereby making the bankruptcy judge’s decision as a trial judge further removed from the watchful eye of the court of appeals. Moreover, while bankruptcy court decisions lack precedential effect, BAP decisions have precedential value and thus warrant greater scrutiny by the court of appeals.

To evaluate empirically the principal-agent theory of judging, we have collected data on the voting behavior of circuit court judges and bankruptcy judges (both as trial judges when sitting on the bankruptcy court and as appellate judges when sitting on the BAP) in student-loan-discharge proceedings in consumer bankruptcy cases. While analyses of the data provide support for the proposition that the ideological preferences of the circuit court judges predict their voting behavior, we do not find evidence of
voting behavior by bankruptcy judges that would suggest sensitivity to the potential for principal monitoring. Thus, our findings cast some doubt on the principal–agent theory of judging.

This Essay proceeds as follows. In Part I, we elucidate different theories that commentators have advanced regarding the voting behavior of judges. In particular, we explicate the attitudinal model and arguments maintaining that judges consider other actors—both judicial and extrajudicial—in deciding how to cast votes. We also discuss principal–agent models for judicial hierarchical interactions, highlighting shortcomings in the application of these models. In Part II, we provide a summary of the federal bankruptcy litigation system, focusing on aspects of the judicial structure within which our natural experiment arises. In Part III, we present our empirical study, first explaining our research design and then turning to our statistical analyses and results. In Part IV, we interpret these results and consider the implications of our findings.

I. MODELS OF JUDICIAL BEHAVIOR

In this Part, we consider models and theories that purport to describe the voting behavior of judges. We begin with the unconstrained attitudinal model. We then consider arguments that incorporate the possibility of strategic voting by judges that anticipates responses by other judicial and nonjudicial actors. Finally, we discuss principal–agent models of the judicial hierarchy.

A. THE ATTITUdINAL MODEL

The attitudinal model predicts that judges will vote their sincere preferences.4 The model does not ignore the fact that others—the legislature, the executive, the public, or other judges—may prefer to have judges cast votes different from those that they in fact cast. Instead, the model simply assumes that judicial independence is strong enough that these outside forces wield too little power to influence judges’ votes.

The attitudinal model is at its theoretical apex when dealing with the votes of Supreme Court Justices, who enjoy life tenure and are in all likelihood unconcerned with the ability to ascend to another office. It is therefore not surprising that commentators have found strong evidence of the attitudinal model in Supreme Court voting, especially in certain areas such as criminal justice.5 Commentators have also found evidence of ideological voting by judges on courts of appeals in subject matters ranging

---

5. See, e.g., id.
from criminal justice\(^6\) and employment discrimination\(^7\) to administrative law,\(^8\) environmental law,\(^9\) and patent law.\(^{10}\)

**B. STRATEGIC CONSIDERATIONS**

Some scholars suggest limits on the attitudinal model, arguing that even Supreme Court Justices take into account how Congress and the President will react in deciding how to vote. Thus, for example, if a decision in line with a Justice’s true preference will predictably result in Congress and the President enacting a law that replaces the Court’s decision with a legal standard that is even less desirable than the status quo, the Justice may vote for the status quo notwithstanding what his or her pure personal preferences would dictate.\(^{11}\) Such concerns may also affect voting by judges on lower courts.

There are additional reasons to question the applicability of the pure attitudinal model to voting by lower court judges. First, there may be other constituencies that lower court judges wish to please. For one thing, lower court judges may seek elevation to a higher judicial post. On that account, they may seek to curry favor with the current President and Senate in order to facilitate selection for a higher court. For another thing, lower courts are subject to reversal by higher courts. One can say that the costs of reversal to lower court judges are low (or that the likelihood of reversal, especially by the Supreme Court given the minute percentage of cases it hears, is low). Still, a lower court judge may take a reversal as a public rebuke. Reversals may also adversely impact a judge’s reputation. In the end, the specter of reversal may constrain lower court voting. Second, from a legal perspective, lower court judges are seen to be more constrained by precedent—and thus less free to vote ideologically—than are higher court judges.

---


7.  Sunstein et al., supra note 6, at 319–21, 324–25.


Commentators have long understood a principal–agent relationship to exist between higher and lower courts in a judicial hierarchy.\(^\text{12}\) Higher courts review lower court decisions to constrain shirking; lower courts consider reversal a sufficient sanction to deter at least some shirking.\(^\text{13}\)

However, the application of the principal–agent model in the judicial setting is often far from perfect.\(^\text{14}\) Professor Pauline Kim has elucidated the ways in which “the principal–agent model does not map so neatly onto the structure of the [federal] judicial hierarchy.”\(^\text{15}\) First, the Supreme Court does not appoint—or otherwise contract with—lower court judges.\(^\text{16}\) Second, the Court “has none of the usual levers of control to shape the incentives of lower court judges.”\(^\text{17}\) Finally, whereas a typical “agent has the power to impact the interests of the principal,”\(^\text{18}\) lower court decisions can only affect the Court if one understands the Court to care about actual case outcomes (in addition to policy pronouncements).\(^\text{19}\)

While building upon Kim’s work, our analysis extends beyond it by exploring uncharted territory. Specifically, commentators have largely overlooked a setting of growing importance where Article III judges on one court select judges to sit on another court, with the former court reviewing decisions of the latter. Although Congress authorizes these judgeships, the lower court judges are answerable to the Article III judges who appoint them.\(^\text{20}\) Here, the principal–agent judicial relationship is stronger.\(^\text{21}\) Thus,

\(^{12}\) See supra note 1. In summarizing how "the federal judicial hierarchy resembles the types of relationships fruitfully analyzed under principal–agent theories," Professor Pauline Kim has noted that the Supreme Court cannot monitor all actions by the courts below it, that there is generally at least some tension between the goals and policy preferences of lower court and higher court judges, and that lower court judges have an informational advantage over the Justices. Kim, supra note 1, at 553–54.


\(^{15}\) Kim, supra note 1, at 537.

\(^{16}\) Id. at 544.

\(^{17}\) Id. at 556. Kim argues that "reversal alone is insufficient to ensure compliance with the Supreme Court’s goals where the lower federal courts have differing goals," and that favorable policy outcomes are an insufficient reward to incentivize conformity by lower court judges. Id. at 556, 558.

\(^{18}\) Id. at 538.

\(^{19}\) Id. at 559–61.

\(^{20}\) See Judith Resnik, "Uncle Sam Modernizes His Justice": Inventing the Federal District Courts of the Twentieth Century for the District of Columbia and the Nation, 90 Geo. L.J. 607, 669 (2002) [hereinafter Resnik, Uncle Sam] ("Can Article III judges enact the values of judicial independence as they carry out the duties of employing other judges? My focus here is on . . .
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C. PRINCIPAL–AGENT JUDICIAL HIERARCHICAL MODELS
by shifting focus away from the Supreme Court, our theoretical and empirical analyses seek to provide new insights into the applicability of the principal–agent theory within the federal judicial hierarchy.22

II. THE FEDERAL BANKRUPTCY LITIGATION SYSTEM

The Judicial Code vests original but nonexclusive jurisdiction over bankruptcy matters with the federal district courts.23 At the same time, the Code establishes in each federal judicial district a bankruptcy court that functions as a “unit” of the district court.24 The Code authorizes the district courts to refer bankruptcy cases to the bankruptcy courts in the first instance.25 The district courts have accepted this invitation, with each district court having a “standing” order of referral to the bankruptcy court in its district.26

The bankruptcy courts are staffed by bankruptcy court judges. These non-Article III judges are appointed for fourteen-year terms by the judges of the court of appeals for the circuit in which the district in question is located.27 Moreover, the court of appeals has dominant sway over the multi-stage process that ultimately culminates in the presentation of a single candidate to the court for a vote of appointment.28

the effects of appointment and reappointment of judges by judges on the conception of a judge as independent.”); Judith Resnik, Interdependent Federal Judiciaries: Puzzling About Why and How to Value the Independence of Which Judges, DAEDALUS, Fall 2008, at 28, 42.

21. Cf. Resnik, Uncle Sam, supra note 20, at 677 (“In short, the process and the criteria used for reappointment [of statutory judges] pose challenges to the ideology of independent judges that Article III promotes. As constitutional judges evaluate the track records of statutory judges by soliciting information from litigants and by reviewing decisions and reversal rates, they may prompt lower level judges to search for supporters, publish little, and keep low profiles. While presumptive reappointment avoids those problems, it results in giving life-tenured judges power to create, de facto, another set of tenured judges.”).

22. Kim does acknowledge the Supreme Court-centric nature of her analysis and the potential for limiting its import when considering other interactions within the federal judicial hierarchy. See Kim, supra note 1, at 540–41 (“As a caveat, my focus here is on the vertical relationships within the federal judiciary, specifically between the United States Supreme Court and the lower federal courts. Principal–agent theories have been applied to other interactions in the judicial system as well: for example, the relationships . . . between the federal courts of appeals and district courts. These theories may or may not be apt when applied to those settings, and I do not attempt to address them here.” (footnotes omitted)).


24. Id. § 151.

25. Id. § 157(a).


27. 28 U.S.C. § 152(a)(1); see also id. § 152(a)(3) (“Whenever a majority of the judges of any court of appeals cannot agree upon the appointment of a bankruptcy judge, the chief judge of such court shall make such appointment.”).

The Judicial Code authorizes bankruptcy court judges to “hear and determine” (i.e., enter final judgments) in all “core proceedings” that arise under the Bankruptcy Code or that arise in a case under the Bankruptcy Code.29 Such proceedings lie at the heart of a bankruptcy case and include matters relating to estate administration, the allowance of creditor claims, the dischargeability of debts, and the confirmation of reorganization plans.30 Appeals from a final judgment in a core proceeding lie ordinarily with the federal district court.31 However, the Judicial Code authorizes—indeed mandates absent certain exceptions—circuits to create BAPs: tribunals consisting of bankruptcy court judges that hear appeals from the bankruptcy courts in the circuit.32 BAP judges are selected from sitting bankruptcy court judges by, and for terms set by, each circuit’s judicial council.33 BAP judges continue to hear cases as trial judges in addition to their BAP responsibilities.34

In circuits that have established BAPs (currently the First, Sixth, Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Circuits),35 litigants appealing a bankruptcy court judgment have the option of having either the district court or a three-judge

wygwm/documents/publications/A_Credit_to_the_Courts.pdf (discussing the selection, appointment, and reappointment process for bankruptcy judges in all federal regional circuits other than the D.C. Circuit); Rafael I. Pardo, The Utility of Opacity in Judicial Selection, 64 N.Y.U. ANN. SURV. AM. L. 653, 645–47 (2009) (discussing process for the appointment of bankruptcy judges in the Ninth Circuit); see also Mary L. Clark, Judges Judging Judicial Candidates: Should Currently Serving Judges Participate in Commissions to Screen and Recommend Article III Candidates Below the Supreme Court Level?, 114 PENN. ST. L. REV. 49, 55–56 (2009) (discussing process for appointment of bankruptcy judges); Resnik, Uncle Sam, supra note 20, at 672 n.284 (“The regulations addressing bankruptcy permit but do not require the appellate courts to use merit selection panels.”).

29. 28 U.S.C. § 157(b)(1). A bankruptcy court judge may also “hear and determine” a non-core proceeding if the parties consent to the entry of a final order by the judge. See id. § 157(c)(2). Without such consent, the judge may hear the matter but cannot enter a final judgment; instead, the judge must submit “findings of fact and conclusions of law to the district court,” which will provide a de novo review of the findings and conclusions to which a party has specifically objected. See id. § 157(c)(1).

30. Id. § 157(b)(2)(A), (B), (I), (L). The constitutional authority of bankruptcy courts to definitively resolve all such proceedings, however, has recently been called into question. See Stern v. Marshall, 131 S. Ct. 2594, 2610–11 (2011) (holding that a bankruptcy court is constitutionally prohibited from entering a final judgment on a state law tortious interference counterclaim); Executive Benefits Ins. Agency v. Arkison (In re Bellingham Ins. Agency, Inc.), 792 F.3d 553, 565 (9th Cir. 2012) (“Taken together, Granfinanciera and Stern settle the question of whether bankruptcy courts have the general authority to enter final judgments on fraudulent conveyance claims asserted against noncreditors to the bankruptcy estate. They do not.”), cert. granted, 133 S. Ct. 2880 (2013).


32. See id. § 158(b)(1).

33. See id. § 158(b)(1), (3).


35. Nash & Pardo, supra note 26, at 1757.
BAP panel hear their appeal.\textsuperscript{36} The BAP will automatically hear the appeal unless a party timely files an election to have the district court hear the appeal.\textsuperscript{37} Whether the district court or the BAP hears this initial appeal, a second appeal as of right lies to the court of appeals,\textsuperscript{38} with discretionary review by the Supreme Court possible thereafter.\textsuperscript{39} This appellate structure is summarized in Figure 1.\textsuperscript{40}

\textsuperscript{36} 28 U.S.C. § 158(b)(1), (c)(1).

\textsuperscript{37} See id. § 158(c)(1). There are further limitations on the ability of a BAP or a BAP judge to hear an appeal. A BAP is not empowered to hear appeals from bankruptcy courts in a given federal judicial district unless a majority of district court judges in that district vote to authorize the BAP to hear such appeals. Id. § 158(b)(6). A BAP judge may not participate in a panel hearing of an appeal that originated in the district for which the BAP judge has been appointed as a bankruptcy judge. Id. § 158(b)(5).

\textsuperscript{38} Id. § 158(d)(1).

\textsuperscript{39} Id. § 1254(1).

\textsuperscript{40} It should be noted that appellate review of a bankruptcy court’s decision can involve direct appeal from the bankruptcy court to the court of appeals, with the effect of bypassing the first tier of intermediate appellate review—the district court or the BAP. Appeal may proceed directly to the court of appeals pursuant to a certification procedure if one of the following circumstances exists: (1) the appeal involves a question of law unresolved by the court of appeals for the circuit or by the Supreme Court; (2) the appeal involves a matter of public importance; (3) the appeal involves a question of law requiring resolution of conflicting decisions; or (4) the appeal may materially advance the progress of the case or proceeding in which the appeal is taken. Id. § 158(d)(2)(A). For a detailed discussion of the use of this appellate path, see Laura B. Bartell, \textit{The Appeal of Direct Appeal—Use of the New 28 U.S.C. § 158(d)(2)}, 84 AM. BANKR. L.J. 145 (2010) and Lindsey Freeman, Comment, \textit{BAPCPA and Bankruptcy Direct Appeals: The Impact of Procedural Uncertainty on Predictable Precedent}, 139 U. PA. L. REV. 543 (2011).
III. EMPIRICALLY INVESTIGATING THE PRINCIPAL–AGENT THEORY OF JUDGING

A. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

We empirically investigate the principal–agent theory of judging in the setting of judges who serve on BAPs even while they continue to serve as bankruptcy court judges. This is a felicitous setting in which to conduct our investigation for two overarching reasons. First, the setting provides a stronger principal–agent relationship than one typically finds in a judicial hierarchy. Thus, if the principal–agent understanding of judging has traction, we ought to find evidence of it here. Further, the absence of such evidence in this setting would cast doubt on the principal–agent paradigm.

The second reason this setting is felicitous is that it allows for a natural experiment. As we explain below, bankruptcy judges reasonably should anticipate greater, and more effective, monitoring by the courts of appeals of their voting behavior as BAP judges as compared to their voting behavior as bankruptcy court judges. Insofar as the judges we study cast votes as bankruptcy court judges even while they cast votes as BAP judges, the setting allows us to tease out the extent to which a stronger principal–agent...
relationship translates into greater conformity of voting by agents to the preferences of the principals.

1. The Strength of the Principal–Agent Relationship in the Federal Bankruptcy Litigation System

The setting we study here—bankruptcy court judges and BAP judges as agents of the courts of appeals—is a stronger judicial principal–agent relationship than one ordinarily encounters in other judicial hierarchies. First, as discussed above, the court of appeals either directly appoints these agents (in the case of bankruptcy court judges) or has great influence in appointing them (in the case of BAP judges). In doing so, they have incentives to select individuals who are ideologically aligned with them. Second, not only does the court of appeals have review power over BAP judges (and indirect review power through the hierarchy over bankruptcy courts), it also decides whether to reappoint these agents to the bankruptcy court and plays a robust role (through its influence on the circuit judicial council) in deciding whether to reappoint these agents to the BAP.

2. The Heightened Incentive and Ability for Courts of Appeals to Monitor BAPs Relative to Bankruptcy Courts

The mere fact that the relationship between circuit courts and bankruptcy judges (whether sitting as trial or appellate judges) meets the theoretical requirements for a paradigmatic principal–agent relationship would not alone be enough for us to conduct a meaningful empirical analysis. Crucial to our investigation is the fact that courts of appeals have heightened incentives and ability to monitor BAPs relative to bankruptcy courts. The potential for increased scrutiny invites a comparison of (1) the votes cast by bankruptcy judges serving on a BAP to (2) the votes cast by the

---

41. See supra note 27 and accompanying text.
42. Although it is the circuit judicial council that selects BAP judges, it seems reasonable to conclude that the court of appeals has substantial influence over the council given that the chief judge of the circuit presides over the council’s membership, which consists of an even number of circuit court judges and district court judges. See supra note 28 and accompanying text; see also 28 U.S.C. § 332(a)(1).
43. See Pardo, supra note 28, at 649–51; cf. Reddick & Knowlton, supra note 28, at 23 (“[T]wo interviewees suggested that extraneous considerations may come into play after the merit selection panel completes its work. One panelist expressed the view that ‘politics come in at the judge level,’ and another cited an instance in which ‘political muscle’ may have led the court of appeals to select an applicant who was further down on the panel’s list.”).
44. See supra note 40.
same judges serving on the bankruptcy court to determine whether the expected differential in monitoring results in a difference in voting patterns.

There are four reasons, summarized in Table 1, to expect that BAP judges will be more sensitive to the potential for circuit court review of their decisions as compared to decisions rendered in their capacity as bankruptcy court judges. First, bankruptcy court decisions are not likely to be appealed in the first instance.46 In contrast, in an appeal that has reached the BAP, a strong incentive likely exists in a nontrivial number of those appeals for the losing litigant to subsequently appeal the decision to the court of appeals.47

Second, even leaving aside the question of appeal, to the extent that courts of appeals are likely to pay attention to lower court decisions that do not reach the court on appeal, they are more likely to focus on BAP decisions than bankruptcy court decisions. BAPs are higher in the judicial hierarchy than are bankruptcy courts. Moreover, bankruptcy court opinions do not constitute binding precedent.48 In contrast, BAP decisions are seen,


This figure is meant to give the reader a very rough approximation of the miniscule amount of appeals from the bankruptcy court to a first-tier appellate court. These numbers, however, should not be construed as an accurate measure of the appeal rate to such courts. On the one hand, the overwhelming majority of adversary proceedings settle. See Elizabeth Warren, Vanishing Trials: The New Age of American Law, 79 AM. BANKR. L.J. 915, 919 (2005) (finding that, while sixteen percent of all adversary proceedings went to trial in 1985, the trial rate had dropped to five percent by 2002). On the other hand, an adversary proceeding will likely generate multiple orders (whether final or interlocutory) subject to appeal. Moreover, contested matters, which are disputes that do not constitute adversary proceedings, see FED. R. BANKR. P. 7001, 9014(a), dominate the dockets of bankruptcy courts, see Randall J. Newsome, Vanishing Trials—What’s the Fuss All About?, 79 AM. BANKR. L.J. 973, 975 (2005), and provide additional opportunities for litigants to bring appeals.

47. Cf. McKenna & Wiggins, supra note 34, at 662 (noting the argument by some that bankruptcy appeals from the district court to the court of appeals “are sometimes presumed to be the more serious cases in which a precedential opinion is needed or where reversible error has obviously been committed”). During the 2011 fiscal year, there were 683 bankruptcy appeals filed in the courts of appeals. HOGAN, supra note 46, app. at 99 tbl.B-6. Given that during the same period litigants filed 3312 bankruptcy appeals in the first-tier appellate courts, see supra note 46, second-level appeals constituted 20.6% of total first-level appeals. It has been estimated that, during the 1997 fiscal year, litigants appealed merit-based dispositions by the BAPs to the courts of appeals at a rate of 36%. See McKenna & Wiggins, supra note 34, at 668.

48. See, e.g., In re 400 Madison Ave. Ltd. P’ship, 213 B.R. 888, 890 n.2 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1997) (stating that the decision of one bankruptcy judge in a multijudge bankruptcy court was not binding on the other bankruptcy judges); In re Jones, 112 B.R. 975, 977 (Bankr. W.D. Mo.
at a minimum, to create binding precedent on future BAP panels, and possibly on all bankruptcy courts within the circuit.\textsuperscript{49}

Third, additional effective monitoring at the BAP level results from the fact that the BAP hears cases in panels of three judges. Scholars have elucidated different ways in which decision-making by a panel may affect the votes of the individual judges comprising the panel. The fact that judges may jointly deliberate could affect individual judges’ votes.\textsuperscript{50} Further, commentators have documented how a judge’s vote may shift depending upon the ideologies of the other judges on the panel.\textsuperscript{51} One way or another, then, other judges on a panel might tend to moderate a judge’s tendency otherwise to rule in conflict with the preferences of the court of appeals. In contrast, bankruptcy court judges almost always make decisions individually in their trial capacity.\textsuperscript{52}

Fourth, when bankruptcy judges sit as trial judges, they hear witnesses and evidence directly. They can decide which witnesses and evidence are most credible, and they accordingly have more freedom to couch their decisions in findings of fact that are generally subject to less stringent appellate review.\textsuperscript{53} In contrast, on the reasonable assumption that BAP judges predominantly resolve legal issues or mixed issues of law and fact,\textsuperscript{54}
they have much less opportunity to couch their decisions in ways that insulate them from appellate review.55

**TABLE 1: INSTITUTIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON THE VOTING BEHAVIOR OF BANKRUPTCY JUDGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutional Constraint</th>
<th>Voting Capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Likelihood of appeal to court of appeals</td>
<td>Bankruptcy court judge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity to court of appeals</td>
<td>Relatively lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential for panel effects</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity to litigants</td>
<td>Extremely rare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The foregoing discussion leads us to promulgate the following hypotheses.

**Hypothesis 1:** Judges will cast votes according to different ideological valences depending upon whether they are casting a vote as a bankruptcy court judge or as a BAP judge.

**Hypothesis 2:** The voting behavior of BAP judges will be more ideologically aligned with the ideological leaning of the circuit than will the voting behavior of bankruptcy court judges.

In the following Subparts, we describe our empirical study to test these hypotheses.

**B. RESEARCH DESIGN**

To empirically investigate the principal-agent theory of judging, we focus on votes cast in student-loan-discharge proceedings in consumer bankruptcy cases. We have chosen this specifically focused approach for the following reasons.

First, confining our investigation to a narrow subset of disputes minimizes concerns over controlling for (1) differences in the procedural nature, litigant identity, and subject matter of bankruptcy disputes; (2)
potential selection effects in the decision to bring an appeal across various types of disputes; and (3) differences in burdens of proof and appellate review standards. By eschewing such heterogeneity, our fine-grained approach seeks to bolster the reliability of our findings.

Second, student-loan-discharge proceedings involve a nontechnical area of bankruptcy law with a minimal role (if any) for specialized expertise. Prior to October 7, 1998, a debtor could discharge a student loan in bankruptcy on one of two grounds: by showing either (1) that the first payment on the student loan had become due more than seven years before the debtor filed for bankruptcy or (2) that repaying the student loan would impose an undue hardship on the debtor. After that date, Congress amended the Bankruptcy Code so that a debtor could discharge a student loan only upon a showing of undue hardship. Since then, there has not been any intervening statutory change to the standard. Importantly, the overwhelming majority of the votes we observe in our study (i.e., more than ninety percent) were cast in undue-hardship-discharge proceedings. Because the Bankruptcy Code does not define undue hardship, "a great deal of residual policymaking inheres in determining the scope of discharge whenever educational debt is at issue." Moreover, such policymaking invites a court to make a general, nontechnical inquiry into the level of sacrifice that is expected of debtors and the threshold at which the sacrifice becomes impermissible. Put another way, it is an inquiry that calls upon a

56. See Nash & Pardo, supra note 46, at 935. Importantly, in a manner that is consistent with our general theory, see supra Part III.A.2, student-loan-discharge proceedings seemingly provide bankruptcy court judges a greater opportunity than BAP judges to couch their decisions in ways that insulate them from appellate review. See Hedlund v. Educ. Res. Inst., Inc., 718 F.3d 848, 854 (9th Cir. 2013) ("[W]e now confirm that a good faith finding under Brunner should be reviewed for clear error."); Krieger v. Educ. Credit Mgmt. Corp., 713 F.3d 882, 884 (7th Cir. 2013) ("[W]e must remember that the statutory inquiry is 'undue hardship,' a case-specific, fact-dominated standard, which implies deferential appellate review.").


60. See id. § 101 (failing to define undue hardship among the terms defined for purposes of the Bankruptcy Code).

61. Rafael I. Pardo & Kathryn A. Watts, The Structural Exceptionalism of Bankruptcy Administration, 60 UCLA L. REV. 384, 403 (2012); see also Roth v. Educ. Credit Mgmt. Corp. (In re Roth), 490 B.R. 908, 920 (B.A.P. 9th Cir. 2013) (Pappas, J., concurring) ("Congress has never defined the circumstances constituting the sort of undue hardship justifying the discharge of an educational debt under § 523(a)(8), apparently preferring that bankruptcy courts craft a working definition."); id. at 923 ("Under § 523(a)(8), Congress did not draw bright lines, but instead presumably intended that bankruptcy courts have the flexibility to make fact-based decisions in individual cases about the need for student loan debt relief.").

62. Rafael I. Pardo, Illness and Inability to Repay: The Role of Debtor Health in the Discharge of Educational Debt, 35 FLA. ST. U. L. REV. 505, 516–17 (2008) ("At its core, an undue hardship discharge determination seeks to answer whether the debtor requesting relief will have the
judge to draw upon personal notions of fairness. Finally, such proceedings are resolved pursuant to procedures that should be familiar to all judges within the federal judiciary—namely, a full-blown federal lawsuit.

Third, given the opportunity for remarkably broad policymaking in student-loan-discharge proceedings, we expect it to be an area where one would witness ideological voting by judges. And, in fact, there is some evidence to support this proposition. We have previously theorized that circuit court judges would be likely to engage in ideological voting in debt-dischargeability determinations. Although our prior efforts did not unearth general evidence to this effect, one of our unreported findings was that a statistically significant correlation at the ten-percent level ($p = 0.065$) existed between the ideology of the voting judge and the direction of the judge’s vote in student-loan-discharge determinations—specifically, that as the judge’s ideology became more conservative, the odds of voting conservatively (i.e., in favor of the creditor) increased. Because our prior study involved the votes of circuit court judges in only four regional circuits over a ten-year period, we expect to unearth more robust evidence of such ideological voting if we conduct a similar study of student-loan-discharge determinations from all regional circuits over a longer period of time.

Furthermore, prior empirical research has demonstrated that bankruptcy court doctrine interpreting the Code’s undue hardship standard has been inconsistent, as evidenced by differential treatment of similarly situated debtors—an outcome best explained by differing judicial perceptions. Additionally, in a study of outcomes of settled and tried undue-hardship-discharge proceedings, it has been documented that legally irrelevant factors that should not bear on the merits of a debtor’s claim for ability to repay his or her educational debt without suffering impermissible sacrifice—namely, undue hardship. This, of course, requires a court to predict on the basis of a variety of factors the likelihood that the financial distress suffered by the debtor will persist into the future.

---

63. See, e.g., N.Y. State Higher Educ. Servs. Corp. v. White (In re White), 6 B.R. 26, 29 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1980) (“It is regrettable that Congress shed so inadequate a spotlight on the exculpating phrase ‘undue hardship’. . . . It is also regrettable that so much is therefore left to the individual view of each judge who, after all, brings the sum of who and what he was, what he has become, and what he sees through his own eyes to this basically disagreeable task.” (citation omitted)).


65. See Nash & Pardo, supra note 46, at 931, 946.

66. See id. at 954–58.

67. For a discussion theorizing why a judge with a conservative ideology would be expected to vote conservatively (i.e., in favor of the creditor) in debt-dischargeability determinations, see id. at 951–54.

68. See id. at 948–49.

relief, including the identity of the bankruptcy judge assigned to the debtor’s case, were statistically significantly associated with the amount of relief that the debtor obtained, and that such factors were more strongly associated with the legal outcome than the handful of legally relevant factual characteristics that were also statistically significantly associated with the amount of debtor relief.\textsuperscript{70} Finally, in an experimental study in 2004 involving 113 bankruptcy judges, the authors of the study documented a statistically significant association between a judge’s self-reported political affiliation and the direction of his or her vote in a hypothetical undue-hardship-discharge proceeding, with Democratic judges discharging a greater amount of educational debt (i.e., more relief) than Republican judges (i.e., less relief).\textsuperscript{71} All of this evidence suggests that bankruptcy judges likely have an opportunity (if not a propensity) to vote ideologically in student-loan-discharge determinations. As such, we deem such determinations to be fertile ground for exploring the principal–agent theory of judging.

To implement our research design, we created two original datasets—one focusing on votes cast by circuit court judges (the “Principal Dataset”) and one focusing on votes cast by BAP judges and bankruptcy court judges (the “Agent Dataset”). More specifically, both datasets focus on votes cast in student-loan-discharge proceedings during the fifteen-year period beginning on January 1, 1997 and ending on December 31, 2011. We chose this time period in order to capture the BAP experience at its apex in terms of participating circuits: BAPs did not become a fixture in the bankruptcy appellate system until 1996. Prior to that time, only the Ninth Circuit had a continuously operating BAP. After the 1994 amendments to the Judicial Code, the First, Second, Sixth, Eighth, and Tenth Circuits established BAPs.\textsuperscript{72} This is the legal landscape today, with the exception of the Second Circuit, which terminated operation of its BAP on July 1, 2000.\textsuperscript{73}

To constitute the Principal Dataset, we formulated a search query in Westlaw’s FBKR-CS database, which contains reported and unreported decisions and orders relating to bankruptcy issued by various courts, including the federal circuit courts of appeals. The search query consisted of a single term: “523(a)(8),” the provision of the Bankruptcy Code pursuant to which a court determines whether a debtor’s student loan is

\textsuperscript{70} Pardo & Lacey, supra note 64, at 223–29.


\textsuperscript{72} Nash & Pardo, supra note 26, at 1779 n.122. It should be noted that the First Circuit had established a BAP in 1979 but terminated its operations in 1984 in the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision in Northern Pipeline Construction Co. v. Marathon Pipe Line Co., 458 U.S. 50 (1982). See Nash & Pardo, supra note 26, at 1779 n.122.

\textsuperscript{73} Nash & Pardo, supra note 26, at 1779 n.122.
dischargeable. This search term was coupled with (1) a date restriction that limited query retrieval to opinions issued during the fifteen-year period beginning on January 1, 1997 and ending on December 31, 2011, and (2) a field restriction that limited query retrieval to documents whose preliminary field contained the term “court of appeals.” The search query produced a total of 115 documents. Because most of these were opinions rather than orders, for ease of reference we will collectively refer to them as “opinions” for the remainder of the Essay.

To constitute the Agent Dataset, we formulated two separate search queries in Westlaw’s FBKR-CS database. The first search query consisted of a single term: “523(a)(8).” This search term was coupled with (1) a date restriction that limited query retrieval to opinions issued during the fifteen-year period beginning on January 1, 1997 and ending on December 31, 2011, and (2) a field restriction that limited query retrieval to opinions whose preliminary field contained the term “bankruptcy appellate panel.” The search query produced a total of 87 opinions.

Pursuant to the selection procedures set forth below, after identifying the set of judicial votes by BAP judges in student-loan-discharge proceedings for inclusion in the Agent Dataset, we used the identity of those BAP judges to formulate a second search query that would retrieve the votes cast, if any, by the same set of judges while sitting at the trial level as bankruptcy court judges in student-loan-discharge proceedings. The search query consisted of a single term: “523(a)(8).” This search term was coupled with (1) a date restriction that limited query retrieval to opinions issued during the fifteen-year period beginning on January 1, 1997 and ending on December 31, 2011, (2) a field restriction that limited query retrieval to opinions whose preliminary field contained the term “bankruptcy court,” and (3) a field restriction that limited query retrieval to opinions whose judge field contained the last name of any of the bankruptcy judges who had already been included in the Agent Dataset by virtue of having voted as a BAP judge in a student-loan-discharge proceeding. The search query produced a total of 237 opinions.


75. The preliminary field in Westlaw is found at the top of caselaw documents and generally contains the name of the court that issued the document. In its entirety, the search query was the following: 523(a)(8) & da(aft 12/31/1996 & bef 01/01/2012) & pr("court of appeals").

76. In its entirety, the search query was the following: 523(a)(8) & da(aft 12/31/1996 & bef 01/01/2012) & pr("bankruptcy appellate panel").

77. The judge field in Westlaw is found at the start of the opinion and generally contains the name of the judge who authored the opinion. In its entirety, the search query was the following: 523(a)(8) & da(aft 12/31/1996 & bef 01/01/2012) & pr("bankruptcy court") & ju(aug baum baxter bohanon brandt brown bucki carlo clark clarkson cooper cordova deasy
Both datasets include published and unpublished opinions that involve the resolution of: (1) trial-level dispositions of adversary proceedings involving a determination regarding the dischargeability of educational debt pursuant to Bankruptcy Code § 523(a)(8); and (2) appellate-level dispositions (either by BAPs or courts of appeals) of such proceedings. We included opinions that disposed of the appeal on the merits as well as opinions that involved solely procedural dispositions, such as dismissal for lack of jurisdiction, dismissal for lack of standing, and dismissal on mootness grounds. If an opinion involved multiple debt-dischargeability issues, but the court did not address all of them, only those matters addressed by the court were coded. For all consolidated appeals decided by a single opinion, we disaggregated the consolidated appeals for coding purposes.

Pursuant to these selection procedures, our Principal Dataset consists of 138 judicial votes cast by 84 circuit court judges and derived from 46 opinions. Our Agent Dataset consists of 305 judicial votes—more specifically: (1) 168 judicial votes cast by 70 BAP judges and derived from 56 BAP opinions; and (2) 137 judicial votes cast by 39 bankruptcy court judges and derived from 137 bankruptcy court opinions.

C. IDEOLOGY OF THE PRINCIPAL: THE VOTING BEHAVIOR OF CIRCUIT COURT JUDGES IN STUDENT-LOAN-DISCHARGE DETERMINATIONS

Here, we seek to provide an analysis of ideological voting by circuit court judges in student-loan-discharge determinations by fitting a simple logistic regression model. The dependent variable is whether the judge voted conservatively. Consistent with our prior empirical research regarding the voting behavior of circuit court judges in debt-dischargeability determinations, we code a judge’s vote as conservative if it fully favored the creditor and as liberal if the vote partially or fully favored the debtor. Approximately 48.9% of the votes in the Principal Dataset were conservative.

---

78. We excluded trial-level and appellate-level dispositions involving “discharge by declaration” of educational debt, pursuant to which a debtor seeks to discharge his or her student loans through a repayment plan without commencing an adversary proceeding. See, e.g., Ruehle v. Educ. Credit Mgmt. Corp. (In re Ruehle), 412 F.3d 679, 681 (6th Cir. 2005), abrogated by United Student Aid Funds, Inc. v. Espinosa, 559 U.S. 260 (2010) (Chapter 13 repayment plan); Kaufman v. Case W. Reserve Univ. (In re Kaufman), 122 F. App’x 815, 816–17 (6th Cir. 2004). We also excluded trial-level and appellate-level dispositions in which a debtor sought a determination that the discharge injunction, see 11 U.S.C. § 524(a)(2), had been violated by a creditor seeking to recover an educational debt from the debtor subsequent to his or her discharge. See, e.g., McKay v. Ingleson, 558 F.3d 888 (9th Cir. 2009).

79. Nash & Pardo, supra note 46, at 954.

80. Id. For a discussion explaining this coding protocol, see id. at 953–54.
Put another way, the odds of observing a conservative vote in the dataset were approximately 0.96 to 1. Thus, liberal voting by circuit court judges appears to be the norm in student-loan-discharge determinations, but only slightly so.

To predict whether the judge voted conservatively, the independent variable is the voting judge’s ideology, which we measure using the judge’s Judicial Common Space score (“JCS” score).81 JCS scores range from -1.0, the most liberal score, to 1.0, the most conservative score.82 We were able to assign a JCS score to the voting judge for 136 of the votes in the Principal Dataset.83 The median and mean JCS scores in the Principal Dataset are, respectively, 0.077 and 0.039. The most liberal JCS score is -0.681 and the most conservative JCS score is 0.702.

Table A1 in the Appendix sets forth the results from our regression model. Overall, the simple model (Model 1) is statistically significant as compared to a model without independent variables.84 The voting judge’s
JCS score is a statistically significant predictor of the direction of a judge’s vote in the expected direction.85 To examine the effect of a voting judge’s JCS score on the likelihood of a conservative vote, we estimate using the simple model equation the predicted probabilities of a conservative vote as the JCS score changes. As illustrated in Figure 2, as the judge’s JCS score increases (i.e., becomes more conservative), the likelihood of conservative voting increases.86

predicted with the marginal distribution of the dependent variable is referred to as the adjusted count R2. LONG, supra, at 108.

85. See supra notes 67–71, 81–83 and accompanying text.
86. We find that the statistically significant relationship between the voting judge’s ideology and the direction of his or her vote persists even when controlling for other variables to address competing theories for the determinants of the vote cast by the judge. See infra Table A1. We fit a multiple logistic regression model (Model 2) that, in addition to judicial ideology, controls for the following factors.

First we control for whether the first-tier appellate court was a BAP. We do so given our prior finding that circuit courts perceive BAPs to provide a higher quality of appellate review than district courts, as evidenced by statistically significantly higher affirmance rates of BAP dispositions relative to district court dispositions. See Nash & Pardo, supra note 26, at 1791–95.

Second, we control for whether the bankruptcy court voted conservatively (Conservative Trial Outcome) and for whether the first-tier appellate court voted conservatively (Conservative First-Appeal Outcome). We do so for a variety of reasons. First, appellate review standards create an affirmance bias, see CROSS, supra note 6, at 48–49, which may constrain judges from voting their ideological preferences, see id. at 55. Moreover, pursuant to the Condorcet Jury Theorem, if the majority of judges below have voted conservatively, they are more likely to have reached the correct conclusion, thus making it more likely that the circuit court judges will align their votes accordingly. See Nash & Pardo, supra note 46, at 979–80.


We also control for whether the appeal was decided subsequent to October 17, 2005—the effective date of the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 (BAPCPA), Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005, Pub. L. No. 109-8, § 1501(a), 119 Stat. 23, 216. And we control for some individual characteristics of the judges, specifically gender (Male Judge) and age (Age). Our prior research has demonstrated that the macroeconomy, the philosophical orientation of bankruptcy law, and certain judge characteristics are determinants of circuit court judicial votes in debt-dischargeability determinations. See Nash & Pardo, supra note 46, at 973–975.
Having found evidence suggesting that the ideological preferences of circuit court judges influence their voting behavior in student-loan-discharge determinations, we now seek to ascertain whether evidence exists that the voting behavior of a bankruptcy judge changes based on his or her voting capacity (i.e., as a bankruptcy court judge or as a BAP judge) and whether evidence exists that the voting behavior of BAP judges will be more ideologically aligned with the ideological orientation of the circuit than the voting behavior of bankruptcy court judges. We do not find evidence of such voting behavior.

First, to explore the effect of voting capacity on the voting behavior of bankruptcy judges, we control for whether the judge cast his vote while sitting as a bankruptcy court judge (i.e., at the trial level) or as a BAP judge (i.e., at the appellate level). Approximately 51.8% of the votes in the Agent Dataset were conservative. Thus, in the absence of a relationship between the voting capacity of the judge and the direction of the judge’s vote, we would expect to see the judges in our sample vote conservatively approximately 51.8% of the time. For votes cast by bankruptcy court judges,
the judges voted conservatively approximately 54.2% of the time; and for votes cast by BAP judges, the judges voted conservatively approximately 48.9% of the time. The difference between the observed and expected values is not statistically significant ($p = 0.360$) according to a chi-square test with two degrees of freedom.

Second, to explore the correlation between the ideological composition of the circuit and the voting behavior of the bankruptcy judges, we fit a simple logistic regression model with the direction of the judge’s vote as the dependent variable (coded 1 for a conservative vote and coded 0 for a liberal vote). The independent variable in the model is the ideological composition of the circuit, which we operationalize by using the median JCS score among all active courts-of-appeals judges in the corresponding regional circuit at the time that the bankruptcy judge cast his or her vote. As set forth in Table A2 of the Appendix, there is no statistically significant association between the ideological composition of the circuit and the direction of the voting judge’s vote. This finding holds true even when we control for the voting capacity of the judge.

IV. INTERPRETATION AND IMPLICATIONS

Our empirical study focused on an area in which one might have expected the principal–agent theory of judging to be robust. By selecting an area where the theory should have applied—if it applies anywhere—we can be more confident that, to the extent we find that the theory’s predictions do not hold, there is something fundamentally wrong with the theory itself. Having found evidence suggesting that ideology influences the voting behavior of circuit court judges in student-loan-discharge determinations, but simultaneously failing to find evidence of conformist voting behavior by BAP judges, we contend that our results cast empirical doubt on the principal–agent theory as a construct for understanding the decision-making process of judges.

But before we offer our thoughts on the implications that flow from discrediting the application of the theory in this particular context, we begin by addressing a challenge that may be raised to our argument that the failure to find evidence supporting Hypothesis 2—that is, that the agents would be responsive to their principals—warrants concluding that, here, the principal–agent theory stands on shaky ground (at best). After all, the absence of evidence is not evidence of absence. There could be a plausible explanation for our lack of findings with respect to Hypothesis 2. If valid,
that alternate interpretation would not justify the inference we draw from the lack of findings.

The most plausible alternate story to explain our lack of findings with respect to Hypothesis 2 would be one about how the selection process for bankruptcy judges tends to produce ideological homogenization. If, as has been theorized elsewhere, the specialization and expertise demanded as qualifications for those who would serve as bankruptcy judges make it easier for the circuit courts to identify appointees with a particular ideological bent, the selection pattern that emerges will be one that populates the bankruptcy bench with members who have ideological preferences consistent with those of the circuit court.89 On this account, it should be perfectly understandable why bankruptcy judges do not alter their voting behavior based on the capacity in which they vote—that is, as either bankruptcy court judges (i.e., trial capacity) or BAP judges (i.e., appellate capacity). Given the politicization of the bankruptcy bench in the first instance, when the circuit court subsequently selects from this applicant pool individuals who will serve as BAP judges, those individuals will continue to exhibit the desired type of politicization that prompted the circuit to select them to serve as bankruptcy court judges. Accordingly, one would not witness any difference in the voting pattern of bankruptcy judges on the basis of their voting capacity.

There are a couple of reasons why this alternative interpretation is unconvincing. First, it assumes that the ideological composition of the bankruptcy bench will not fluctuate once the bankruptcy judges have been appointed. It very well could be the case that, once appointed, some bankruptcy judges may not feel constrained to follow the lead of the circuit court in judicial policymaking. After all, with a fourteen-year term that bestows a significant degree of independence, some bankruptcy judges may not feel beholden to hew to the ideology of the circuit court.90 Or, even if all bankruptcy judges were inclined to march in step with the policymaking signals issued by the circuit court, the alternative interpretation fails to account for the possibility that some bankruptcy judges may have a tendency to drift closer to the ideology of the circuit after ascending to the bench. One would expect this group of judges to be among the prime candidates for selection to serve on a BAP. Given the variance in the ideological

89. See Rachlinski et al., supra note 71, at 1238–59; cf. Pardo, supra note 28, at 637–38 (“In such a case [where the selection process becomes politicized], judicial candidates are likely to be drawn from a group of individuals whose values and thinking reflect those of the dominant political group. Such candidates, if selected, may feel compelled to exercise their judicial function in a manner that comports with the ideology of their political patrons. This will produce an ideological judiciary . . . .” (footnotes omitted)). For a discussion of the incentives of circuit court judges to appoint bankruptcy judges whose ideology aligns with that of the circuit court, see id. at 648–52.
90. See Nash & Pardo, supra note 26, at 1766.
preferences of bankruptcy judges, it should be that BAP judges will be nonrandomly selected on the basis of the proximity of their preferences to those of the circuit court judges. Thus, once one takes into account the very real possibility of ideological drift (in either direction) by bankruptcy judges, one should expect to see differences in voting behavior of the bankruptcy judges on the basis of voting capacity. But we did not witness such a difference.

Second, even assuming that the ideological homogenization of the pool of bankruptcy judges remained static, the alternative interpretation is incomplete insofar as it does not account for our finding that the ideological composition of the circuit was not statistically significantly associated with the voting behavior of the bankruptcy judges (regardless of their voting capacity). If the circuit court judges had predicted fairly accurately at the time of selection the manner in which the appointed bankruptcy judges would vote, and if the bankruptcy judges had not drifted ideologically, then the ideological preferences of the circuit court should have predicted the voting direction of the bankruptcy judges—whether as an entire group or whether disaggregated by voting capacity (i.e., bankruptcy court judge or BAP judge). But they did not. Our lack of findings is most consistent with a story about the nonresponsiveness of bankruptcy judges (i.e., the agents) to the ideological preferences of the circuit court judges (i.e., the principals). With this in mind, we now turn to the implications of our results.

Should our study be seen as the death knell for principal–agent understandings of judging? Perhaps not entirely. There are two broad implications one can take from our study. One is more problematic for judicial application of principal–agent models than is the other.

One possibility is that we did not observe a difference in ideology based on voting capacity because the sanctions that bankruptcy court judges and BAP judges face from circuit court judges—a decision not to reappoint—is insufficient motivation for judges to hew closer to the circuit’s ideological preferences when they face closer monitoring. It may be that bankruptcy court judges cast votes ideologically in order to secure appointment to BAP service, but that is a story about circuit court judges “prejudging” bankruptcy court judges before appointing them to higher service. See Jonathan Remy Nash, Prejudging Judges, 106 COLUM. L. REV. 2168, 2171–74 (2006) (discussing how prejudging a
If this is the case, then the application of principal–agent understandings in other judicial settings is especially problematic. After all, the sanction of non-reappointment is one that is available in few judicial hierarchies. Most higher court judges do not have such a power. Indeed, circuit court judges have, with respect to BAP judges, the power to vote to deny reappointment in addition to the ordinary “sanctions” that higher courts generally lay over lower courts. Thus, if the potential sanctions that circuit court judges wield are insufficient to generate voting in line with the higher court’s wishes in this setting, then one is left to wonder whether the principal–agent understanding would ever apply in a judicial setting—at least with respect to altering votes to please higher courts once judicial appointment has been secured.

A second interpretation of our findings is less problematic for judicial application of principal–agent models. Perhaps the reason we did not observe modulation in ideological leaning in voting based on voting capacity was not because the courts of appeals wield unconvincing sanctions, but rather because the courts of appeals do not select BAP judges primarily for ideological leaning. Since ideology is not the primary basis for selection to the BAP, it is also not the basis on which circuit court judges predominantly monitor their agents.

Consider that higher courts may not seek a single, identifiable function from their lower court agents. Indeed, higher court judges may select lower court judges with an eye to fulfilling different, and often disparate, goals. Higher court judges may prefer to have lower court judges vote in accordance with the higher court judges’ ideological preferences. On the other hand, the higher court may also (or alternatively) be concerned with minimizing lower court errors. Lower courts hear numerous cases, the vast judicial candidate can be a kind of substitute for enforcing accountability after a judge has ascended to the bench. It is not a story about judges, having already been appointed to a position, behaving in a certain way so as to assure themselves of keeping their posts.

93. The sanction of non-reappointment is also available, for example, in the judicial hierarchy involving federal district court judges and federal magistrate judges. See 28 U.S.C. § 631(a)–(b) (2006) (providing for the appointment and reappointment of federal magistrate judges by federal district court judges).

94. E.g., Songer et al., supra note 1 (analogizing lower courts’ relationship to higher courts to agents acting at the behest of a principal).

95. See Matt Spitzer & Eric Talley, Judicial Auditing, 29 J. LEGAL STUD. 649, 674 (2000) (observing that it can be hard to determine exactly which goal dominates higher courts’ monitoring of lower courts).

majority of which may not raise many ideologically charged issues, and which can be resolved with fair ease under existing law. To the extent that outright legal errors become too frequent, public confidence in the judiciary may be undermined, perhaps ultimately threatening the power of judges.

Either of these goals is possible in bankruptcy: Circuits might appoint and monitor BAPs to ensconce ideological voting or to minimize errors. While we have focused here upon a subset of bankruptcy cases that seem to appeal to judges’ ideologies, bankruptcy is an area that is perceived to be—if it is not in fact—highly technical. To the extent that the possibility for technical error is sizeable, higher court judges may have an enhanced incentive to select lower court judges who are likely to minimize those errors.

In this light, our findings may suggest not that the prototypical principal–agent story has no traction in bankruptcy. Instead, it may indicate that courts of appeals select bankruptcy court judges and BAP judges not to promote ideological decision-making, but rather with an eye to minimize the need for error correction in a technical area. Circuit court judges would find it costly to resolve cases “correctly” or even to audit lower court decisions on that basis.

If bankruptcy court judges and BAP judges understand that minimizing the need for error-correction is the dominant factor behind appointment and reappointment decisions by the circuit court and the circuit judicial council, then they may feel that closer scrutiny by the court of appeals will not mean that circuit court judges will more closely examine decision-making for ideological fidelity. If that is the case, one might not expect to find that closer scrutiny by the higher court enhances the lower court’s ideological alignment with the higher court. The principal–agent relationship will constrain lower court judges to vote with greater technical accuracy, but not greater ideological fidelity, when subject to greater scrutiny.

---

98. See Resnik, Uncle Sam, supra note 20, at 671 (arguing that, “given the dependence of life-tenured judges on magistrate and bankruptcy judges and the blur from the public perspective of exactly which judge holds what position, Article III judges have incentives to pick stellar candidates,” and observing that “[t]he process appears to have resulted in bankruptcy and magistrate benches of high quality”). But see Pardo, supra note 28, at 648–52 (offering arguments as to why circuit court judges may look to appoint ideologically similar bankruptcy court judges). See generally Chad M. Oldfather, Error Correction, 85 Ind. L.J. 49 (2010) (noting the widespread understanding that courts of appeals focus on error correction, while also noting the ambiguity inherent in the term).
To put this story in context here, the main argument would be that circuit court judges (who sit on the circuit judicial council) vote to select BAP judges predominantly for technical expertise, not ideological alignment. Knowing this, bankruptcy court judges do not feel compelled to vote with greater ideological fidelity when casting votes as BAP judges, even in cases that are in fact more open to ideological decision-making.

There are two theoretical explanations that bolster this understanding. One is that BAP judges know that the court of appeals values their service largely because of their technical expertise. Given that, they feel that they may cast votes with substantial ideological freedom for several reasons: First, the court of appeals is not evaluating BAP judges on the basis of their votes in student-loan-discharge proceedings; second, ideologically charged cases make up a comparatively small part of the docket; and last, but not least, the value of BAP judges as technical experts is so great that the court of appeals would be loath to dismiss a BAP judge on the ground of ideological disagreement.\footnote{Cf. SNTL Corp. v. Centre Ins. Co. \((\text{In re } \text{SNTL Corp.}), 571 \text{ F.3d} 826, 829 (9\text{th Cir. 2009})\) \(\text{(per curiam)}\) (“We adopt the BAP opinion as our own and attach it as an appendix to this opinion.” \(\text{(citation omitted)}\)); Khaligh v. Hadaegh \((\text{In re } \text{Khaligh}), 506 \text{ F.3d} 956, 957 (9\text{th Cir. 2007})\) \(\text{(per curiam)}\) (“We . . . affirm for the reasons cogently set forth in the majority opinion of the Bankruptcy Appellate Panel.”); Ohio Univ. v. Hawkins \((\text{In re } \text{Hawkins}), 469 \text{ F.3d} 1316, 1317 (9\text{th Cir. 2006})\) \(\text{(per curiam)}\) (“We adopt the opinion of the BAP, which is reported at 317 \text{ B.R.} 104, and affirm its judgment.”).}

A problem with this explanation is that there is no reason to think that technical expertise is correlated with ideological position. If that is true, then circuit court judges can presumably identify technically apt bankruptcy court judges to serve as BAP judges who also hew to the circuit’s preferred ideologies. Put another way, technical expertise is not so unique that it provides insulation against any kind of ideological review.

Another explanation for BAP judges’ apparent capacity to vote with ideological freedom in student-loan-discharge proceedings is that BAP judges have an information advantage that gives them great freedom to vote without a strong eye to the circuit’s ideology even in ideologically charged cases. Perhaps the circuit court judges believe that ideological voting is appropriate in the absence of technical expertise, but also assume—even if erroneously—that BAP judges vote based on technical expertise when they decide these cases. If that is true, then circuit court judges might be inclined to defer—and not audit closely—BAP judges’ rulings in student-loan-discharge proceedings (and other ideologically charged bankruptcy proceedings) even if the circuit court judges, alone and left to their own devices, would have voted with a clear ideological influence. Importantly, moreover, even if BAP judges in fact vote ideologically in student-loan-discharge proceedings (and, indeed, even in cases that circuit court judges perceive to
be even more ideologically neutral), the BAP judges believe that the circuit court judges, thinking (erroneously) that the BAP judges cast their votes based on expertise rather than ideology, will defer to the BAP judges’ votes.

If this story—or some version of it—is correct, then what we have unearthed is not the utter inapplicability of the principal-agent approach to judicial decision-making. Instead, the results highlight the need to consider, and specify, the dominant goals that motivate a higher court to appoint and reappoint—and in general to monitor—lower court judges.

CONCLUSION

The extant literature on the relationship between higher and lower courts is a rich and varied one consisting of many strands, including the conceptualization of judicial hierarchies through a principal-agent lens. We elucidated some theoretical problems with applying principal-agent understandings to the typical judicial setting. Prototypical principals have some voice in selecting their agents, and are in a position either to impose some sanction upon agents who behave in an undesirable fashion or to offer a reward to agents who behave well. In contrast, higher courts generally do not select the judges who staff the courts beneath them and may sanction lower court judges only by reversing their decisions.

Taking these theoretical shortcomings into account, our empirical study focused on an area in which one would expect the principal-agent theory of judging nonetheless to be robust: the federal bankruptcy litigation system. We chose this setting because the system is one in which higher court judges actually appoint lower court judges. The fact that the higher court judges further have the discretion to reappoint the lower court judges, who lack life tenure, also affords higher court judges a greater ability to sanction lower court judges than in almost all other judicial settings. We then refined our focus to student-loan-discharge proceedings in consumer bankruptcy cases because of the opportunity for ideological voting by judges in such proceedings at both the trial and appellate levels.

Our study demonstrates that the ideological leanings of circuit court judges predict how they will cast votes in student-loan-discharge proceedings, thus confirming the inherently ideological nature of our area of focus. Given that, and given the fact that circuit court judges have an incentive to select bankruptcy judges who are ideologically aligned with them, one would expect bankruptcy judges to decide cases more in line with the circuit court’s ideology when casting votes in a capacity that subjects them to greater scrutiny by the circuit court. Importantly, our results do not support this hypothesis. Given that our study examined an area where the prototypical principal-agent story was most likely to be applicable, the fact that we have not found evidence that the story applied presents a significant challenge to scholars who have looked to the principal-agent theory of judging as an explanatory tool.
Table A1
Logistic Regression Models for Conservative Vote by Circuit Court Judges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Model 1</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
<th>Model 2</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JCS Score</td>
<td>2.451* (1.040, 5.778)</td>
<td>7.092** (1.837, 27.379)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAP</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.609 (0.228, 1.632)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservative Trial Outcome</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.616 (0.500, 26.145)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservative First-Appeal Outcome</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10.924** (2.059, 57.959)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recession</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3.002 (0.302, 29.878)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAPCPA</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.472 (0.161, 1.380)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male Judge</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.223* (0.069, 0.726)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.981 (0.933, 1.030)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Count R²</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *** p ≤ 0.001, ** p ≤ 0.01, * p ≤ 0.05. Odds ratios presented with 95% confidence intervals in parentheses.
Panel A. All Bankruptcy Court Judges and BAP Judges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circuit Median JCS Score</td>
<td>1.120 (0.369, 3.393)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>268</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Count R²</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *** p ≤ 0.001, ** p ≤ 0.01, * p ≤ 0.05. Odds ratios presented with 95% confidence intervals in parentheses.

Panel B: BAP Judges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circuit Median JCS Score</td>
<td>1.614 (0.396, 6.574)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Count R²</td>
<td>0.056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *** p ≤ 0.001, ** p ≤ 0.01, * p ≤ 0.05. Odds ratios presented with 95% confidence intervals in parentheses.

Panel C: Bankruptcy Court Judges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Odds Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Circuit Median JCS Score</td>
<td>0.693 (0.109, 4.421)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Count R²</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *** p ≤ 0.001, ** p ≤ 0.01, * p ≤ 0.05. Odds ratios presented with 95% confidence intervals in parentheses.